
User Instructions
and Warnings

Dr. Scholl’s®

Hot & Cold
Massage Ball

How to Use
General Use
Thank you for purchasing the Dr. Scholl’s Hot & Cold Massage Ball. This massage ball has

two sections; nubbed and smooth. The nubbed section provides a stimulating massage

as you roll the ball back and forth under your foot. The ball also comes with a sure-grip

band for easier grip on smooth surfaces while creating a gentle massage. The ball can

be used three ways:

1) Filled with hot tap water to deliver a warming massage
2) Filled with cold water and frozen to deliver a cooling effect
3) Empty/as is at room temperature

Directions for Use (DO NOT stand directly on the ball)
Step 1: Decide how you want to use the ball; warm, cold or empty/as is at room temperature.

Hot and Cold Instructions
1. Hot therapy

a. Unscrew cap using a coin (a U.S. nickel works perfectly)

b. Fill the inner cavity of the ball with hot tap water so that the water level is even with the top rim
of the inner cylinder that the cap screws into

• Water should fill the inner cylinder and the entire inner cavity up to the top rim of the inner cylinder
• The amount of water used should be about 1/2 of a cup (100 mL)

c. Secure the top cap by screwing it into the inner cylinder

d. Twist the top cap clockwise to tighten until the arrow is aligned with the triangle. This ensures the cap

is on tightly enough.

e. Proceed with the Directions for Use
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2. Cold therapy

a. Unscrew cap using a coin (a U.S. nickel works perfectly)

b. Fill the inner cavity of the ball with cold tap water so that the water level is even with the top rim
of the inner cylinder that the cap screws into

• Water should fill the inner cylinder and the entire inner cavity up to the top rim of the inner cylinder
• The amount of water used should be about 1/2 of a cup (100 mL)

Step 2: Follow the Directions for Use below
1. Sit upright with your feet touching the floor

2. Place the ball on the floor
(a carpet or soft surface is preferable)

3. Place your foot on the smooth section of the

ball for a gentle massage or the nubbed

section for a stimulating massage
a. Do you have sensitive feet? Use with socks

Cleaning instruction
- Dishwasher safe

PLEASE DO NOT...
- Microwave

- Fill with anything except water

- Fill with water above 139° F

- Overfill

- Stand directly on the ball and/or
balance your weight on the ball

- Use if the ball is leaking

4. Gently apply pressure with the bottom of your foot

5. If the ball is hot or at room temperature roll the ball

back and forth under your foot and gently increase

pressure as desired

6. If the ball is frozen place your foot where you desire

a cooling effect

7. You can also hold the ball in your hand to apply

pressure to your foot

c. Secure the top cap by screwing it into the inner cylinder

d. Twist the top cap clockwise to tighten until the arrow is aligned with the triangle. This ensures the cap

is on tightly enough.

e. Place ball into freezer for at least 4 hours or until frozen

f. Proceed with the Directions for Use
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